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Abstract

This paper presents an efficient algorithm to retrieve similar music files from a large archive of digital music database. 
Users are able to navigate and discover new music files which sound similar to a given query music file by sear아ling 
for the archive.
Since most of the methods for finding similar music files from a large database requires on computing the distance 
between a given query music file and every music file in the database, they are very time-consuming procedures.
By measuring the acoustic distance between the pre-classified music files with the same type of emotion, the proposed 
method significantly speeds up the search process and increases the precision in comparison with the brute-force method. 
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I. Introduction

With the rapid growth on Internet communication 

technologies and music compression algorithms in recent 

years, digital music archives are widely spread on the 

World Wide Web. Nowadays, some digital music download 

sites can provide more than 2,000,000 songs. Even the 

personal computer (PC) or some portable MP3 players 

equipped with micro hard disk driver can store more than 

1,000 songs. Thus, users may need a way to search for 

songs which sound similar to a query song, thereby 

making it easy to navigate and discover new similar songs 

in a large archive of digital music. However, similarity in 

perception is an ill-defined concept and depends on 

various factors such as instruments, melody, timbre, 

rhythm, lyrics, style, and many more. In this paper we 

focus on searching for songs which usound similar to a 

given query song.

Finding music similarity is to automatically determine
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acoustic similarity between different songs and it 

concentrates on measuring the acoustic distance between 

them.

The related works on the topic of similarity query are 

presented in [1-7]. In [1], mel-frequecy cepstral 

coefficients(MFCCs) are adopted as the acoustic features 

and the distribution of MFCC is modeled by a Gaussian 

mixture model (GMM). Monte Carlo distance is used to 

calculate the distance between two songs based on their 

GMM. Logan et al. [2-3] also employ MFCC as features. 

A signature for each song is generated based on the 

#~means clustering of the MFCC. The signature can then 

be compared using the Earth Mover's distance. 

Berenzweig et al. [4-5] propose new features derived 

from MFCC features and use neural networks as anchor 

model pattern classifiers. Since the input to the classifier 

is a large vector consisting of 5 frames of MFCC vectors 

plus deltas, the neural network learns time-dependent 

information such as rhythm and tempo. Anchor space 

achieves comparable results contrasting with MFCC on the 

survey data [5]. In [6], Park et al. propose a music 

retrieval and browser system with the sequential forward 
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feature selection procedure and multi-feature clustering 

method performing on the 54 dimensions of feature. The 

feature vector is composed of the mean and standard 

derivative of spectral centroid/roll-off/flux, zero crossing 

rates, MFCC, and linear predictive coefficients. W이아! et 

al. [7] extracts frequency histograms, volume, noise, 

tempo, and tonal transition features from music audio data 

to reduce each song to a 1248-dimensional feature 

vectors. Query is performed using a 介一nearest neighbor 

search in the feature space.

Usually the computational complexity in the similarity 

search is huge, while real-time response is required in 

most cases. If the system knows the user well in advance, 

the search can be restricted only to the user's interest 

space instead of the whole music repository. This will 

improve both accuracy and efficiency. By studying the 

related work, we found that many researchers introduce 

"same artist/same album/same genre" or similar measures 

as the ground truth to evaluate the performance of 

similarity search. Generally, two songs belonging to quite 

different genre categories or bringing listeners (or users) 

different emotion are hardly thought as similar. Thus, in 

this paper we present an efficient algorithm to retrieve 

similar music files based on music emotion classification 

against a large archive of digital music.

Because the music emotion classification and the music 

signature for similarity search are both unchangeable for a 

specified song, they only need to be calculated one time 

and then the information can be stored in the meta-data 

of compressed music archives in the proposed algorithm. 

Since these steps are very time-consuming procedure, 

adding the information into meta-data can significantly 

improve the efficiency of the algorithm. Oppositely, the 

result of similarity search depends on the songs in the 

database and must be obtained on-line, so the speed of 

similarity search is a critical parameter in this system. 

Furthermore, considering the increasing improvements on 

portable devices, the system is designed to be compatible 

to the modern high—end MP3 players and smart phones. 

Therefore, three important factors are investigated to 

obtain the performance of the proposed system： fast 

feature extraction methods, efficient music emotion 

classification approach, and rapid on-line music similarity 

search scheme.

Section II elaborates a system overview including music 

signature extraction and similarity measure designed for 

efficient similarity search. The experiments are described 

in details in Section III. And Section IV draws the 

conclusion of this paper and proposes some points of 

future work.

II. System Overview

The proposed music similarity search system is 

depicted in Figure 1. Two distinct phases, such 

as database generation and similarity search, are 

distinguished.

During the database generation phase, the music 

signature is directly extracted from the modified discrete 

cosine transform coefficients (MDCT), which are the 

output of partial MP3 decoder. The music signature 

extracted from whole music database is classified into 

predefined music emotion classes by the emotion 

classification based on AdaBoost algorithm. The detailed 

music emotion classification is described in [8]. The 

music signature with the emotion classification results is 

stored in the music signature database.

Fig. 1. Block diagram of similarity search system.

In the similarity search phase, the query music 

signature is extracted from the music piece. The 

automatic emotion classification finds the best-match 

emotion class for the query music. The distance between 
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the pre-classification music files with the same type of 

emotion is computed with a pre-designed similarity 

measure. Finally, all the distances are sorted and an 

orderly list of similar songs is given.

2.1. Music Feature Extraction
In order to fast search the similar songs in gigabytes 

data, the proposed music signature extraction must be 

very simple and small-size, as well as be able to capture 

some key characteristic in the music. Since one feature is 

usually related to one aspect of music, the music feature 

is a combination of multiple features.

For this, four timbre features and four tempo features 

are employed in the music signature. The four timbre 

features are MDCT—based subband centroid/bandwidth/ 

flux/flatness, which have been described in [8].

The tempo features for music signature are based on 

the amplitude of band-pass filtered signals within the 

bass range (from 80Hz to 250Hz), which can be obtained 

by summarizing the magnitude of MDCT coefficients 

between the frequency range. Base range covers about 1.5 

octaves. The power of main rhythmic instruments, e.g. 

bass drum, electronic bass, etc., distributes in this 

frequency domain.

The amplitude deviation between two successive frames 

and 3-order low-pass filter with 10Hz stop band are 

applied on the sub—band amplitude. Then 3—second 

continuous wavelet transform(WT) with eight different 

dyadic scales is performed on each amplitude deviation 

sig曲.Finally, the amplitude of WT 匕(顶)is defined as 

Tempo Spectrum, is attained with 1-second time 

resolution, where j is the index of tempo spectrum at 气 

—th time interval. Based on the tempo spectrum 匕(丿)， 

four tempo features are computed within the tempo range 

from 30BPM (beats per minute) to 300BPM. In (1)-(4), 

Jo and J correspond to the index of tempo spectrum on 

30BPM and 300 BPM respectively.

• Tempo spectral centroid：
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• Tempo spectral bandwidth： 
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• Tempo spectral flux：
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• Tempo spectral flatness：
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Among a lot of frames of timbre features and tempo 

features, a simple feature vector as the music signature is 

used. The maximum, the average, and the standard 

derivative of these features across the middle 30-seconds 

part of song to reduce the complexity of features are 

chosen. Finally, a 24—dimensional feature vector 

(사也 = 1, …,24 for q~th song is used as music 

signature in similarity search.

2.2. Similarity Measure
Similarity measure is defined as the distance between 

two songs' music signature 匕 and 匕.The basic 

definition idea is that two songs sound similar and the 

distance between two vectors is closer. As the proposed 

music signature is composed of the maximum, the 

average, and the standard derivative of eight features, the 

scaling factor of each component must be quite different. 

Therefore, all the components in the feature vector are 

normalized to a spherical space by the mean and the 

standard derivative computed from a large music database 

with variety music emotion categories as shown in (5).

匚(m)二(七(m) - )/b(m)
⑸

where 完師)is the /丑一th normalized feature component 

in the music signature of the Q~th song； A(m) and 

are the mean and the standard derivative computed from a 

20,000-song database； m = 1,— ,24. In this paper, we use 

a Euclidean distance between two normalized vectors to 

measure the similarity of two songs on account of its 

computational economy. For 〃一th song and q — th song, the 

similarity measure is defined as (6).

g = (乙"UM)，
V m=\
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2,3. Similarity Search Scheme
Since most of the methods for finding similar music file 

from a large database requires on computing the distance 

between a given query music file and every music file in 

the database, they are very time-consuming procedures.

While the distance measure provides good results in 

small database, it does not yield useful results in the large 

search space (large database). To reduce the search space 

against large music database we apply the emotion 

classification to the similarity search in this paper. The 

basic idea comes from the criterion： utwo similar songs 

must be in the same music emotion. Using the 

acoustic-based distance measure between the 

pre-classification music file with the same type of 

emotion, the proposed method significantly speeds up the 

search process and increases the precision.

In this paper all the music songs in the database are 

divided into 4 emotion categories (subsets) such as sad, 

calm, pleasant, and excited But some songs are hard to 

distinguish the definitive emotion categories, as an 

example, sad vs. calm and pleasant vs. excited.

Since there are two confusion sets in theses four 

emotion sets, some songs may be false classified into one 

of the confusion subsets and the precision of the similar 

music search is decreased. To achieve high precision 

results against the errors confused by the emotion 

classification we computes the distance as following 

procedure： 1) If the query music file is classified to sad 

emotion class, the distance between the query signature 

and every signature with sad emotion subset in the music 

database is computed. 2) The confusion set of the sad 

emotion subsets is the calm emotion subset. Thus, the 

distance between the query signature and every signature 

with the calm emotion subset in the music database is 

computed. 3) Finally, all the distances are sorted and an 

orderly list of similar songs is given.

The advantages of this method are two-fold：

• It can improve the search speed significantly versus 

brute-force method.

• Music signature used in similarity search is a highly 

compressed feature, whereas the music emotion 

classification results come from multiple frames 

matching. The latter is more precise and can 

effectively remove the serious false positive errors.

III. Experiment

The proposed similarity search on musical data is 

dependent on music emotion classification results. As the 

criterion of only selecting relatively consistent and widely 

accepted music emotions, we choose four kinds of music 

emotions categories： 1) sad, 2) calm, 3) pleasant, and 4) 

excited Corresponding to each music emotion, there are 

500 songs in the dataset, totally 2000 (4x500) songs. 

Seven independent trained listeners label each song. Only 

the song, which is consistently agreed as the same emotion 

category by seven listeners, is accepted by the dataset.

With AdaBoost algorithm combining timbre and tempo 

features, the music emotion classification precision can 

reach 93.2%. Using tempo features based on wavelet 

transform instead of fast Fourier transform we obtained 

the improved classification results although DB size gets 

larger compared to [8].

The confusion matrix of the result of the proposed 

method is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Music Emotion Classification Confusion Matrix.

Emotion types Sad Calm Pleasant Excited

Sad 438 62 0 0

Calm 13 481 6 0

Pleasant 4 0 484 12

Excited 0 0 39 461

From the confusion matrix of Table I, there are two 

confusion sets in these four music emotion categories； sad 

vs. calm and pleasant vs. excited, which are also hard to 

be decided for listeners' perception. Especially for the 500 

sad songs, there are 62 songs false recognized as calm 

songs. After checking the errors, we find that some songs 

express the sad emotion only by the content of lyrics, but 

the proposed features only can represent the timbre and 

tempo information of music songs. In this case, it is 

impossible to distinguish sad songs from calm son응s.

2000 songs are chosen as the testing set and labeled as 

100 similar sets. Each similar set comprises 20 songs 

which have the same artist and the same emotion, and 

perceptually sound similar. By performing the similarity 

search method on each song in the testing set, we can 

count the quantity of the songs which are in the same 

similar set with the query song. The average recall 
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numbers counted from top-10, top-20, top-50, top-100 

recommendation lists are 아lown in Table 2. "Pre-class" 

represents the proposed method which is based on the 

results of emotion classification. "Brute—force” is the 

comparative brute-force method which searches the 

similar songs among the whole database. In addition, the 

speed ratio of our proposed method versus the 

brute-force searching method is also given in Table 2.

Table 2. Similarity Query Results with/without Pre-이ossification,

Rank list

Average Recall 

Number
Average Pre지sion 

Number
Speed 

ratio 
(Times)Pre-class Brute-force Pre-class Brute-force

Top-10 5.71 5.53 7.56 7.23 2 00

Top-20 5.92 5.45 12 43 12.15 2 01

Top-50 8.52 8.03 17.39 17.12 2 03

Top-100 9 72 9.47 19 42 19.32 2.06

The averaged recall number is the sum of all recall 

values divided by the number of the recall case used, while 

the recall is the number of relevant retrieved music files 

divided by the number of relevant music files in the 

database. The precision is the number of relevant retrieved 

music files divided by the number of retrieved music files. 

Obviously, the high precision of music emotion classifier 

guarantees the high performance of the proposed similarity 

search method. The distance between the pre-classified 

music files with the same type of emotion is smaller than 

the distance between the music files with the different 

type of emotion. With the emotion classification scheme, 

the searching speed, the average recall rate, and the 

average precision rate are significantly improved.

For the application of top—10 similarity query on the 

20,000-songs database, averagely 40,000 times of 

comparison and data exchanging operations are needed. 

Performing it on a high-end modern PDA (CPU： Intel 

Xcale 300MHz, RAM： 40MB), each query can be finished 

with 0.1 second.

timbre features in order to significantly improve the 

precision of music classification and similarity results. 

Furthermore, high precision of music class由cation results 

in better recall rate and higher search speed than the 

traditional brute-force searching scheme.

Our future work is to integrate emotional contents and 

lyrics in similarity search. Of geometric interest is the 

investigation of non—Euclidean distance metrics as well as 

the application of efficient neighbor-finding algorithms. 

Thus, we can obtain a more compact and diverse music 

signature for different music clusters.
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